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Picot Necklace
Free Crochet Pattern Courtesy of Oui Crochet

Supplies:
Size 7 (1.65 mm) steel crochet hook
Size 10 crochet thread (color of your choice)
1 button (1/2 to 3/4 inches across. Large enough to fit the
button hole)

Pattern:
Button Hole:
Make a slip knot in your thread, leaving a 6-8 inch tail. Ch 12.
Join with sl st to first ch to form a ring. Do not turn.
Ch 1. Make 24 sc inside the ring. Join with sl st to the first sc.
Pick up tail, and working with the tail and the working thread together, ch 3. Drop
tail.
Row 1: Continuing with the working thread, ch 166, being careful not to twist
chain.

Begin Button Base:
Sc in the first 8 sts. Ch 1. Turn.
Sc in each of the 8 sc. Ch 1, Do not turn.
Row 2: Working in the back side of the foundation chain, sc across until you get to
the tail you dropped before. Pick up the tail with your working thread, sc in the last
3 ch.
Sc in the first sc of the button loop. Drop the tail. ch 1. Turn.
Row 3: Sk the first sc. sc in the next sc. *sc in the next 3 sc, Picot: ch 4, sl st in
the 3rd ch from hook, ch 2, sk 1 sc in the pattern row, 1 sc in the next sc in the
pattern row.*
Repeat from * to * across, until the last 8 sts of the button base are left.

Finish the Button Base:
Sc in the last 8 Sts. Ch 1. Turn.
Sc 8. Finish off and weave in ends.

Finishing:
Find a button that fits the button loop snugly. Sew it on to the button base.
Block the necklace before wearing.
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